Co-ordinators: Dr Chris Gouramanis (geogc@nus.edu.sg)  
Dr Karen Lai (karenlai@nus.edu.sg)  
Dr Sin Harng Luh (geosinh@nus.edu.sg)

Date/Time: Friday 3:30pm – 5:00pm [unless otherwise stated]  
Venue: Department of Geography, EARTH Lab (AS2-02-03) [unless otherwise stated]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 18 Aug     | Prof. Robert Twilley  
Louisiana State University | Macrosystem Controls of Carbon Storage in Mangroves: Using Coastal Environmental Settings as a Model for Global Estimates |
| 25 Aug     | Dr Andrew McGregor  
Department of Geography and Planning,  
Macquarie University | Prefigurative Politics And Plant-Based Food: Quiet Activism Within Sydney’s Foodscapes |
| 6 Sep,  
Wednesday  | Dr Shamel Azmeh  
University of Bath  
(Joint seminar with GPN Centre) | What Kind of Mobility of Workers in Global Production Networks? Migrant Workers and Refugees in the Jordanian Apparel Industry |
|            | 8 Sep  | Prof. Dale Dominey-Howes  
The University of Sydney | Introduction And Overview Of The Asia-Pacific Natural Hazards And Disaster Risk Reduction Research Group |
|            | 15 Sep | Dr Martin Hess  
University of Manchester  
(Joint seminar with GPN Centre) | Firms Versus Floors: Interrogating Labour Struggles Within And Beyond Global Production Networks |
|            | 22 Sep | Dr Manon Kohler  
Research Fellow, NUS | Considering Variations In People's Daily Activities With Microclimate To Shape Cities |
|            | 20 Oct | Dr Ian Rowen  
Nanyang Technological University | One China, Two Taiwans: The Geopolitics of Cross-Strait Tourism |
|            | 27 Oct | Dr. Vinnarasan Aruldoss  
University of Sussex | Tracing Indian Girls’ Embodied Orientations Towards Public Life |
|            | 3 Nov  | Dr Michael Hall  
Department of Management, Marketing and Entrepreneurship, University of Canterbury | Tourism and Climate Change: Issues, Challenges and Responses |
|            | 10 Nov  | Dr Lotte Thomsen  
Copenhagen Business School  
(Joint seminar with GPN Centre) | Exploring the Gem and Jewellery Sector in Singapore: Global and Regional Dynamics of Retail and Manufacturing |
|            | 17 Nov | Dr Fiona Williamson,  
Asia Research Institute, NUS | The ‘Great Flood’ Of 1926 In British Malaya: Historical Case-Studies As A Way Of Learning From The Past |